
                  
Mascot 

Northwest Arkansas Naturals Baseball 

Engaging, enthusiastic individual that will act out the character of our mascots "Strike" and "Sinker". Perform 
at all (or majority of) home games at Arvest Ballpark and some community appearances, as requested. Duties 
mostly entail interacting with fans, signing autographs, and periodically taking photos. Mascot will also work 
with game day staff during select on-field promotions. Must be able to be active for 2-3 hours in costume and 
have a willingness to show your personality through the characters. Breaks are given throughout the shift and 
a private dressing room is available for the mascots. Training and a script for each game is provided, and a 
handler is also assigned to help with crowd control and getting mascots from place to place. 

Mascot Responsibilities:  

 Display enthusiasm and high energy while on the concourse during games at Arvest Ballpark. 
 Interact with fans positively and seek out opportunities to engage fans in attendance. 
 Sign autographs and take pictures with fans, as requested. 
 Work with Marketing Coordinator to enhance aspects of theme nights and day-to-day fan experience.  
 Visit all areas of the ballpark during shift including suite level and party areas, if booked by a group. 
 Maintain and care for costume throughout the season. 

o Alert Naturals staff to any issues and hang suit neatly after the conclusion of each game. 

Requirements:  
 Must be willing to work nights and weekends from April-September (TBD number of Naturals games) 
 Must be willing to cooperate with all other areas of our organization 
 Must be able to be active for 2-3 hours and ability to work in excessive heat 

This is a paid hourly position ($11/hours), and it is paid bi-weekly. Hours will rotate throughout the season but 
will ultimately be based on availability and the 2024 Naturals schedule. The Naturals ask that mascots arrive at 
least an hour and a half prior to First Pitch (so 5:35pm for a 7:05pm game) and stay until the middle innings; 
however, they can stay longer when crowds dictate or when instructed by the Marketing Coordinator. This is a 
part-time, Gameday position with the Naturals as mascot hours are primarily based around home games. 

 
Those interested should email resumes to: 
 
Jake Bay 
Marketing Coordinator 
jake.bay@nwanaturals.com 


